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“Take Up the Shield of Faith” – Paul
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For he bringeth down them that dwell on high; the lofty city, he layeth it low; he layeth it low, even to the ground; he bringeth it even to the dust. The foot shall tread it down, even the feet of the poor, and the steps of the needy. — Isaiah 26:5-6

Savaging the Atheist Jew
https://email.althahosting.com/campaigns/cm0037foyq635

Americans are conditioned to equate success with materialism. Christianity’s Father, however, is always on the
side of the poor. Especially when it comes to justice. God’s justice is measured by eternity, not the short decades
of our individual lives. Materialism is a distraction for God. The things of this world are incidental in God’s economy. They aren’t a big deal.
The West decided centuries ago to make money the measure of everything — especially success. We even measure
success with God in monetary terms. Why is Franklin Graham so popular? He delivers with money, lots of it. His
ministry is working, like all institutions in the West, to successfully manage the transition from television to the internet.
Because money is made in the West through consumption and big numbers (popularity) it is important that the internet be brought under control. Individuals cannot be allowed to think their own thoughts. They must be kept in
the consuming herd. There’s no better way to guarantee that than to maintain group think among the controllers.
Unfortunately for Atheist Jews they may have initiated their censorship campaign a little too late. There’s a lot of
intellectual grazing going on that upsets their money-controlled system of the world. The herd of humanity is getting restless. Some are jumping the fence.
Let me put to rest the notion that I hate Jews. I don’t. I don’t know their world well enough to make a judgment
about whether I hate it or not. I’ve never lived around them. I wish them all the same success that I wish on everyone else in the world. I really feel neutral about Judaism.
Michael Savage, a Jew himself, blamed Atheist Jews this week on his popular radio show for building the Deep
State wherever they go. E. Michael Jones has written a one thousand page book arguing that they are always
“revolutionaries.” One line of thinking guaranteed to get you censored is anything critical of any aspect of Judaism.
And that’s in America, the birthplace of the internet and the home of the free and the brave.
Why would that be? Why is it just peachy keen to be a bigot against Jesus Christ and every aspect of Christianity
while it is illegal to criticize a Jew? They’ve coined an ominous sounding word to use as a scary epithet — antiSemite. Most of us have no idea what they mean when they throw that phrase around. We just know it hurts.
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And that’s always the point with these people. They don’t use words to enlighten and pursue truth. They use them
to obfuscate, confuse and create chaos. They use words to divide people from one another. Take the word “gay”
for example. There’s nothing gay about sodomy yet that is what the word now means. Not so long ago it didn’t
have any sexual meaning or connotation. Today Christian pastors and restaurants who shepherd large herds are
working overtime to become gay about sodomy. It’s all to keep those large herds eatin chickin and paying the
mortgage.
God sees right through all this revolutionary nonsense. He sees the heart. And that’s what we will give an answer
for when we all finally meet Him on Judgment Day. God isn’t against people gaining and managing wealth. He is
eternally aggravated by men who manage wealth unjustly.
America is so proud of her cities. We’ve built gleaming spires into the heavens that we can no longer afford. We
were so proud to be able to engineer the tallest splinters in God’s eye in the twentieth century. Now the Islamic
world is converting our oil dollars into taller splinters.

Man’s pride engineers only so much for so long. The arrogant man-centered ideologies of the last five hundred
years are coming up against nature and nature’s God. GK Chesterton put it this way in 1906, “The comedy of man
survives the tragedy of man.”
Owen Benjamin, a raunchy popular millennial comedian who recently discovered the timeless values of the West
and Christianity just lost his YouTube Channel. It was turned off by Google. It had a hundred million views. I
think that’s pretty funny. It also gives me hope for my sons and grandchildren.
Here’s what God says about those gleaming splinters we’ve poked into His eye, “The foot shall tread it
down, even the feet of the poor, and the steps of the needy.”
Amen.
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